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Voting results Letter
to the Shareholders June 2010  n° 9

Dear Shareholders, Ladies
and Gentlemen,

The 42nd CAP GEMINI S.A.
Annual General Shareholders
Meeting was held on Thurs-
day, May 27 in Paris (Salle
Wagram, in the 17th arrondis-
sement). Some 247 sharehol-
ders, together owning 10.6
million shares, namely 7% of
the 152,785,260 shares for-
ming the company’s capital,
were physically present. If
we then add the proxies
given to the Chairman by
1,405 shareholders to repre-
sent them at the meeting,
and the votes by mail, the
quorum was close to 54%
(53.97 to be precise), which
is a record-breaking atten-
dance since the many years
when I alone held-directly or
indirectly-the majority voting
rights. And this is also almost
double the percentage re-
corded for our May 2006
Meeting (27.7%).

This record participation
highlights our sharehol-
ders’ growing interest in
the Group’s operation, the
strategy implemented by
Capgemini, its results and
boom-and-bust resilience,
whether to global economic
crashes or to the periodical
surges in our industry. They
seem convinced-and, need-

less to say, reassured-by the
performance presented for
the year ended (not so good
as that of the prior year but
nevertheless creditable after
the successive storms suffe-
red in 2009!), the balance of
the last four years’ mandate
that ended on the date of the
Shareholders’ Meeting for
nine of the thirteen company
directors, and the growth
and profitability targets set
by the Group for the years to
come and driven by new
productivity gains, innovative
offers and the strong mobili-
zation of Capgemini’s 90,000
employees.

Part of this meeting was de-
voted to explaining and dis-
cussing a whole range of
f inanc ia l  author iza t ions
which, as said and recalled
on previous occasions, are
not intended to be used but
to enable those concerned,
depending on the circums-
tances, to obtain an imme-
diate response to the issue to
be addressed. In order to
demonstrate that it is not me-
rely a chambre d'enregistre-
ment (official recording
house) the Shareholders’
Meeting declined one of the
resolutions submitted, en-
abling the Board of Directors
to issue shares at a discount
of up to 10% (instead of the

customary 5% allowed). All
other resolutions concerning
financial authorizations (in-
volving 12 out of a total of
29!) were adopted, the vote
exceeding 80%.

Nine other resolutions of
the total 29 related to the
renewal of office for eight
outgoing directors and the
election of a new director
to replace the ninth  (Jean-
René Fourtou) who did
not express the wish to
renew his mandate. These
nine resolutions were all pas-
sed with a strong majority
vote. Moreover, I was parti-
cularly happy to see that Paul
Hermelin (99.4% votes) and
our new director Laurence
Dors (97.7%) obtained some
of the highest votes.

The discussions between the
shareholders present, mem-
bers of the Board (12 direc-
tors out of 13 were on the
podium or in the front row of
the audience) and several
members of the Executive
Committee were top quality.
Subjects included Group
s t r a t e g y  a n d  p o t e n t i a l  
acquisitions, relocation of
production and dividend
distribution policy. On this
point, however, it should be
emphasized that this year the
company made an exception
to the rule of distributing one-
third of its consolidated pro-
fit (if the rule had been
applied, a divided of €0.40
per share would have been
distributed) whereas the 
proposal was put to the 
meeting to raise the dividend
to €0.80 per share, which
everyone viewed as proof of
confidence in the future.
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All the participants were
struck by the calm and al-
most friendly atmosphere of
the meeting: this serenity pro-
bably reflects that of manage-
ment team after the initial five
months of a financial year that
promised to be difficult, and
which will be difficult; but the
course set by the Group in the
last few years (bolstering of the
outsourcing business, an in-
creased focus on the public
sector, better diversification of
relocation, integration of new
offers, etc.) will contain these
difficulties.

I will certainly not take a
chance here on forecasting
the type of climate we will
meet in the coming years,
but today I can at least assure
you that the Group Manage-
ment and your new Board of
Directors is firmly determi-
ned to do its utmost to en-
sure that the Capgemini
Group remains in the lea-
ding pack of best global
computing and software
services companies.

In their names and in mine, I
would like to thank you for so
massively renewing your
confidence in us.

Serge Kampf
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Strong points 
of the mandate

Laurence Dors, 
new Capgemini 
Board Director

New director

Ordinary General Shareholders
meeting of the Capgemini
Group held in the Salle Wagram
Embellished in 1865 by architect Adrien Alphonse Fleuret, the
Sal le Wagram, one of  the las t  examples of  the grand 
ballrooms of the Second Empire, was a famous Parisian 
celebration venue.
Throughout the 20th century, the Salle Wagram was the scene
of major political, social, sporting and cultural events in the 
capital: here, under the spell of the hall’s unique architecture,
the public was fired by the boxer Marcel Cerdan, thrilled by
the music of Sydney Bechet and Duke Ellington and moved by
the films of Claude Lelouch and Bernardo Bertolucci,.

Prior to recently joining the Executive
Committee of the Renault Group,
Laurence Dors held top manage-
ment positions in a number of French
groups operating in the world’s ae-
ronautical, space and information
technology industries. Today, she
wishes to put this international 
experience at the service of the 
Capgemini Group. “What attracted
me to Capgemini was the connec-
tion I felt with what is, above all, a
‘human adventure,” she says.



Capgemini
Consulting 
operational 
in January 2009
Further to an announcement in November 2008, a new entity,
underpinned by 35 years of consulting heritage, is launched
to consolidate all the consulting units of the Group. Capge-
mini Consulting is now rated tenth global consulting firm,
under the leadership of Pierre-Yves Cros (previously Group
Strategy Director), with over 4,000 consultants located in some 
30 countries.

On the strength of the slogan “Toge-
ther, Free your energies” created in
2007, Capgemini has launched a
n ew  wo r l d w i d e  a d ve r t i s i n g  
campaign exclusively on the Inter-
net.  It aims to strengthen the
Group’s position as its clients’ 
preferred partner during the crisis.

Acquisition of Nu Solutions by Capgemini
Australia
The 75 consultants of Australian company Nu Solutions
specialize in software testing. In acquiring this company,
Capgemini is positioned as leader of the Managed Testing
Services market in Australia, consolidating its client base in
the financial services sector and reinforcing its presence in
the public sector. In the wake of its expansion into 
Vietnam and China, this acquisition bolsters the Group’s
presence in the Asia-Pacific region.
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The Web,  
top Capgemini
media,
now a reality.

155 million users have seen Capgemini advertising campaigns.

Capgemini and IBX partner
for BPO
Capgemini North America and Swedish
IBX Group AB, leading provider of e-pur-
chasing solutions, partner to develop a
new industry-first, end-to-end global
procurement solution deployed on Cap-
gemini’s BPOpen technology platform.
This innovative solution is expected to
accelerate the transformation of supply
management processes and to enable
implementation costs to be reduced by
up to 90%. The acquisition of IBX in 
February 2010 will enable Capgemini to
launch the first ever Procurement as a
Service (purchasing application accessi-
ble in SaaS mode) in the market.

www.capgemini.com

A new, 100% online global
advertising campaign  
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Market situation
Current Capgemini Group dynamics are promi-
sing: business has stabilized, as confirmed in the
first five months of the year, and some positive
signs have been recorded, if not widespread.
The crisis (affecting the sector fairly late in day) fi-
nally caused only a measured slowdown in in-
formation technology investment and spending.
Initially, budget cuts may have been severe (pro-
jects frozen or staggered) but we have recently
noted renewed confidence and a slight upsurge
in investment dynamics, although cost reduction
is the priority.
Orders corroborate this analysis: in the first quar-
ter of 2010, Capgemini signed important Consul-
ting contracts, for example with electricity
company RWE in Germany and promising Tech-
nology Services contracts notably in the US pu-
blic sector, where the Group had not made any
headway previously. In Outsourcing, the Group
consolidated certain existing large contracts and
signed deals with major players (Fortum in Swe-
den, DHL in the United Kingdom, and Europcar
in France). Today, Capgemini’s belief is that ac-
celeration of recruitment in the second half of
the year is key to our growth.

Capgemini assets and market trends
The recent crisis is not the result of overinvest-
ment, and our clients view information techno-
logy more as an acceleration lever for coming out
of the crisis. This trend is accentuated by a cer-
tain number of innovations such as cloud com-
puting. Entering the world of virtualization will
deeply change the playing field for the sector’s
players and clients alike. BPO (Business Process
Outsourcing) is still on a strong growth trend and
Capgemini naturally prefers to prioritize seg-
ments with strong technology content.
The fact that the upturn goes hand in hand with
standardized use of offshore resources, and that
the emerging nations (India, Brazil and China) re-
present a growing share of the end demand

should also be highlighted. 
Capgemini is now a global player, enabling us to
benefit from the upturn in North America and the
Nordic countries, and we have the resources re-
quired to develop in the emerging countries to
benefit from their dynamism. Furthermore, we
have a comprehensive service offering with a
guarantee of competitiveness, thanks to more
than 30,000 offshore employees, providing an
entry ticket to major accounts. To these factors,
we can add the mobilization of the manage-
ment, as expressed by their significant financial
commitment to the company in subscribing for
shares and share warrants.

Innovation and productivity, keys to our 
medium-term goals
Capgemini’s recently implemented Business as
Unusual program follows three objectives: 
• to capitalize on Group expertise by improving
talent management even further thanks to an ex-
ceptional training and recruitment program 
• to reassess the production line, notably by ap-
plying the principles of Lean Management in order to
obtain significant cost reductions
• to accelerate growth with five innovative service
offers: Business Information Management to manage
data, Applications Lifecycle Services for the deve-
lopment and maintenance of applications, Testing
Services for software testing processes, Smart
Energy Services for smart meters and grids, and 
Infostructure Transformation Services to support
clients in their cloud computing and virtualization
projects. And these offers have already boosted our
order books in the first quarter.

Group performance for the first quarter of 2010
has reinforced its confidence in its February 2010
forecasts, namely that Group revenues would
decline in the first half-year and grow in the se-
cond, with an operating margin rate of between
6 and 6.5%.
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“ Information technology will be core
to exiting the crisis ”

PERS PECTIVE
Paul Hermelin

Chief Executive Officer



Capgemini was faced with the crisis at a fairly late stage in
events, sustaining a first impact in early 2009 and a firmer 
impact in the second half-year. The Group had to be steered
very carefully, and the performance achieved in 2009 
illustrates its flexibility and resilience.
The overall outcome for the Group in 2009 is as follows:
• a 3.9% fall in revenues to €8.37bn
• an operating margin of 7.1% revenues
• profit for the year of €178m
• net cash and cash equivalents (as at December 31) of 1.3bn
• a dividend per share of €0.80 
When analyzing the 2009 business by Capgemini discipline, Out-

sourcing is stable (0.3%) but
there is a decline in so-called
“cyclical” disciplines, namely
Technology Services (-7.4%),
Local Professional Services 
( -8 .3%) ,  and  Consu l t i ng  
(-14.7%). Yet profitability is still
remarkable in  Consul t ing
(11.4%), Outsourcing-with

7.2%-is close to the “symbolic” figure targeted of 8%, Sogeti posts
a 9.7% operating margin and Technology sees its margin fall from
10.2% to 6.9% in 2009.

Analysis by country gives uneven results. Driven by the demand for
Outsourcing, the United Kingdom has progressed by 7.5%. France

has held out well: Technology
has remained stable and
Consulting has only decreased
by 3%. Benelux (particularly
Holland), however, has been
hard hit, all disciplines declining
by 15 to 18%.
The strategic priorities set from
2003 onwards and cost mana-
gement are the reasons for the
Group’s clear resilience.

Five fruitful strategic choices:
• increase in the share of Outsourcing in Group revenues, 
rising from 18 to 35%. Outsourcing was not just content with
recording slight growth in 2009, it even gained in profitability
(+1.8 point)
• emphasis on the public sector, with growth of 10% 
• concentration of resources on 45 major global accounts,
enabling our revenues to rise by 9% on average
• investment in strategic alliances, notably with Microsoft,
Oracle and SAP, for whom we are a key partner
• increase in  offshore headcount, enabling us to compen-
sate to some extent for price pressure 

Rigorous cost management :
Recruitment was frozen in early March 2009, the number of
subcontractors was reduced by 30%, and the variable share
of Vice President compensation was reduced by 40%, all of
which helped the Group to stay the course well. Sales ex-
penditure has not suffered accordingly, allowing us to main-
tain a steady flow of orders.

Lastly, it should be noted that cash management was equally
rigorous: payment terms have been improved, with the num-
ber of days/client reduced from 67 to 60. And with net cash
of €1.3bn, we can now say that we have an exceptionally
solid balance sheet.
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“ In 2009, the Capgemini Group demonstrated its ability
to withstand the harsh environment ”

Net cash & cash equivalents
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Revenues by discipline
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Revenues per country 
or region

PERS PECTIVE
Nicolas Dufourcq
Deputy General Manager, Chief Financial Officer



The 42nd Cap Gemini S.A. Annual General Shareholders’ Meeting was
held on May 27, 2010 in Paris, Salle Wagram. Of 29 resolutions, 28 were
approved. These mainly relate to renewal of office for eight directors,
the election of a ninth director, approval of the financial statements for
2009 and a certain number of financial resolutions. The only resolution
not approved was number 24, relating to the possibility of issuing
shares at a discount of 10%.

Combined General Meeting of May 27, 2010
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Voting results

Cap Gemini share price
from 30/04/2009 au 25/05/2010

The shareholder’s notebook
Preliminary schedule for publication of financial 
information
Results for the 1st half-year 2010: July 29, 2010
Revenues for the 3rd quarter 2010: November 4, 2010
Annual results 2010: February 17, 2011

The 2009 Annual Report can be read and downloaded 
on the Group website:
http://www.capgemini.com/annual-report/2009

For further information, please contact us at:
Capgemini – Shareholder Relations
11 rue de Tilsitt – 75017 Paris
fabienne.philippot@capgemini.com

Shareholders website:

http://investor.capgemini.com/en
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AGSM podium 
(left to right)

Mr. Serge VILLEPELET (PwC)
Mr. Jean-Luc DECORNOY
(KPMG) 
Nicolas DUFOURCQ 
Paul HERMELIN 
Serge KAMPF 
Mr. Yann DELABRIERE 
Mr. Bernard LIAUTAUD 
Mr. Ruud van OMMEREN 
Mr. Philippe HENNEQUIN
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